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1. Implementation Details and Ablation
In this section, we describe the models and the training

/ inference setup for individual perception modules in our
explicit system. We also provide ablation study on some of
the design choices.

Activity Module. We adopt the state-of-the-art activity
recognition model, MViT-v2 [7], pre-trained on Kinetics-
400 [4] as the backbone model. The model takes 32 frames
as input with a temporal stride 9 for ReST-ADL (∼9-second
window) and 1 for ReST-Ego4D (∼16-second window).
We train the model for 10 epochs using SGD with a co-
sine learning schedule [9], where the initial learning rate is
set to be 0.1 and 0.01 for the classifier and the pretrained
backbone, respectively.

Detection Module. We obtain object detection results us-
ing the publicly available object detectors and follow their
own inference setup. We use the top-20 detection results for
each frame because the query performance saturates even
with more boxes. We experiment with three different object
detectors:

• Mask R-CNN RPN [2], where we take the results
of the region proposal network (RPN) of Mask R-
CNN in order to achieve sufficient recall of the objects
whose category labels do not fall into the COCO tax-
onomy [8]. We use the model with a ResNet-101-FPN
backbone and the model checkpoint is available on De-
tectron2 [13].

• OLN [6], which involves a classification-free object
localization network and is designed for open-world
object proposals.

• GGN [11] (default), which leverages pairwise affini-
ties to generate additional training annotations as di-
versified as pixel diversities allowed for open-world
instance segmentation. We generate object detection
results using the tightest bounding boxes of the seg-
mentation outputs.

We compare the performance of the three detectors in
Tab. 4. Note that we use the ground truth annotation for
the activity module to remove the side affect of noisy ac-
tivity prediction (we cannot use the ground truth annota-
tion for the embedding and interaction modules because the
bounding boxes are different). We observe that GNN [11]
achieves the best result with stronger open-world object de-
tection capacity and we use it as our default model for the
detection module.

Embedding Module. We extract feature embeddings of
image crops (obtained by the annotation or object detection)
using a pre-trained ResNet-50 model [3]. As the pre-trained
weights of a model plays a central role to the quality of
feature embedding, we experiment with models trained with
three different settings:

• ImageNet-pretrained, a standard model pre-trained
on ImageNet [1] for image classification.

• ImageNet+Object365, an ImageNet-pretrained
model followed with fine-tuning on the large-scale
Object-365 dataset [10] proposed for object detection.

• Inst.-contrastive (default), a model trained with an
additional supervised contrastive loss [5] to enforce
discrimination across different instances. The model
is finetuned from the ImageNet+Object365 model.

The results using the three embedding models are shown in
Tab. 4. We use ground truth annotation for all other modules
to remove the impact of noisy predictions. We observe that
adding an additional loss for instance discrimination sig-
nificant improves the embedding performance because the
ImageNet-pretrained features are trained for classifying ob-
ject categories instead of instances. We therefore use this
model as the default embedding module. Note that the sys-
tem achieve 100% recall for object-query because this task
only takes into account the predictions of the activity and
interaction module, which are ground truth labels in this ab-
lation study.
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Activity-query Object-query Time-query

R@1x Rej. R@3x Rej. R@3x Rej.

D
et

ec
tio

n Mask R-CNN RPN 69.39 74.15 44.71 100 70.03 80.70

OLN 66.71 77.61 43.02 100 65.67 83.07

GNN (default) 74.41 73.69 45.78 100 73.34 77.55

E
m

be
dd

in
g

ImageNet-pretrained 71.2 94.1 100 100 71.7 96.8

ImageNet+Object365 69.4 95.3 100 100 68.2 97.1

Inst.-contrastive (default) 78.5 92.6 100 100 75.6 95.1

Table 4. Ablation on the detection and embedding module on split-1 of ReST-ADL.

Interaction Module. Taking an image crop of a detected
object from the detection module, we use a ResNet-50
model to predict whether the object is being interacted (“ac-
tive”) or not. To train the model, we use the ground truth ob-
ject annotations in the training set, which include both the
bounding boxes of the objects and their interaction labels.
We apply simple augmentations to the ground truth bound-
ing boxes, such as horizontal flipping and box jittering, to
increase sample diversity, and take a ratio of 1:4 for positive
and negative samples per image for training. The model
backbone is initialized with ImageNet-pretrained weights
and we train the model for 10 epochs using SGD with a
cosine learning schedule [9], where the initial learning rate
is set to be 0.1 for the classification layer and 0.01 for the
backbone layers.

We note that the model is only trained on ground
truth object boxes, which means that the model output
Pactive(oi) should be interpreted as the probability of an
object being interacted with (i.e., conditioned on detecting
an object with the bounding box). That’s why the final out-
put of the interaction module is formulated as: Pinter(bi) =
Pobj(bi) × Pactive(oi), which takes into account the likeli-
hood a detected bounding box is actually an object.

2. More Results on ReST-ADL

Preliminary results with modified TubeDETR. Except
for the explicit system, we also report preliminary re-
sults using a modified version of TubeDETR [14], which
is a state-of-the-art Transformer-based model for spatio-
temporal grounding. We make minimum modifications to
the original model and therefore we only adapt it for object-
query which has a similar output format as spatio-temporal
grounding. Specifically, we adapt the model to take activ-
ity labels as input, instead of the original language input.
A learnable embedding layer is added to encode activity la-
bels to query embeddings. We also add an additional output
head for predicting confidence scores of the predicted tubes,

activity-query object-query time-query

R@1x R@3x R@1x R@3x R@1x R@3x

Explicit 52.33 70.60 11.22 24.44 40.22 42.27
Random 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.17

TubeDETR – – 8.33 21.7 – –
Obj-Trans 41.53 63.93 8.21 16.05 25.33 26.99

Table 5. Comparison the modularized system with the adapted
TubeDETR [14] and object-centric Transformer [12] on split-1 of
the ReST-ADL benchmark. Results are reported with IoU=0.3.

which are then used for computing recalls in evaluation.
We compare our modified TubeDETR with the explicit

system in Tab. 5. Since TubeDETR is originally proposed
for spatio-temporal grounding and is trained on positive
queries only, we report results on positive queries and re-
move the query rejection step in the explicit system for fair
comparison. We observe that TubeDETR achieves worse
results than our explicit system, especially when the query
window becomes larger. This suggests new model designs
specific to the new query tasks are needed and we believe
our benchmarks will inspire the development of next gener-
ations of video models.

Preliminary results with modified object-centric Trans-
former. We developed an object-centric Transformer
(Obj-Trans) similar to the one in [12]. Obj-Trans takes
object detection results (bounding boxes) and embeddings
of the detected objects and video clips as input, performs
self/cross-attention and predicts answers directly. We show
the results on ReST-ADL split-1 with “short” window size
in Tab. 5. Obj-Trans achieves inferior results compared
to our explicit baseline, possibly due to the absence of ex-
plicit human-object interaction information and its ineffec-
tiveness in modeling minutes-long videos. We also include
the results of random baseline in the table.



Object-query Time-query

R@1x R@3x R@1x R@3x

Short 7.56 (±0.97) 14.74 (±2.46) 23.60 (±8.52) 26.11 (±9.91)
Medium 7.29 (±1.04) 14.78 (±2.49) 24.36 (±7.28) 25.86 (±7.99)

Long 7.38 (±1.13) 15.66 (±2.85) 21.44 (±5.06) 23.65 (±5.63)

Table 6. Baseline results of the explicit system on ReST-ADL.
We provide the results with IoU=0.5 which are not reported in the
main paper due to space limit.

More results of the explicit system. As mentioned in the
main paper, we provide the results with IoU=0.5 for object-
query and time-query on ReST-ADL in Tab. 6.

3. More Details on ReST Benchmarks

In order to specify how challenging each query (both
positive and negative) could be, we keep track of the fol-
lowing three attributes for each generated query.

Difficulty. This attribute is used to indicate whether the
joint understanding of activities and human-object interac-
tions is necessary to answer this query. The formal defini-
tion for different query types are described as follows.

• Activity-query: for positive queries, if the query ob-
ject occurs but is not interacted with in any activity
segments within the query window, the attribute is set
to 1; for negative queries, if the query object occurs
but is not interacted with within the query window, the
attribute is set to 1; for all other cases the attribute is
set to 0.

• Object-query: for positive queries, if two or more seg-
ments with different activity labels occur in the query
window, the attribute is set to 1; for negative queries, if
the query activity occurs in the original video (outside
of the query window), the attribute is set to 1; for all
other cases the attribute is set to 0.

• Time-query: for positive queries, if there exists an ac-
tivity segment with the same activity label as the query
activity but not involving the query object as “active”
objects, the attribute is set to 1; for negative queries, if
either the query activity or the query object occurs in
the query window, the attribute is set to 1; for all other
cases the attribute is set to 0.

Visibility. Intuitively, an object / activity is particularly
challenging to detect and localize if it only occurs in a short
duration. This attribute is used to indicate how long the
query activity / object occurs within the query window.

Identical. In egocentric videos, it is possible to observe
multiple object instances with almost the same appearance.
It is particularly challenging for a vision model to differen-
tiate these object instances and predict the correct answers.
We use this attribute to indicate whether a query involves
such visually identical objects as the query object.
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